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Abstract. We explore supervised learning for multi-class, multi-label text classification, focusing on real-world settings, where the distribution of labels changes
dynamically over time. We use the PULS Information Extraction system to collect information about the distribution of class labels over named entities found
in text. We then combine a knowledge-based rote classifier with statistical classifiers to obtain better performance than either classification method alone. The resulting classifier yields a significant improvement in macro-averaged F-measure
compared to the state of the art, while maintaining comparable micro-average.

1

Introduction

We present PULS, a framework for Information Extraction (IE) from text, designed
for decision support in various domains and scenarios, including business intelligence.
In the PULS project, we work with large corpora collected continuously from multiple online sources, and consisting of millions of news articles, collected over several
years. The Information Extraction (IE) system is used to extract structured events related to the Business domain from the corpus. In the Business domain, events of interest
typically focus on activities that involve companies or persons—e.g., corporate acquisitions, product launches, investments, contracts, leadership changes, etc. The IE system
extracts thousands of such events daily. We then try to categorize the events according
to their industry sector, e.g., Telecommunications, Dairy Foods, or Energy. We consider
a document’s labels to be the industry sectors that apply to any events extracted from it;
thus, we treat the problem as a document classification task.
Our main goal in this paper is to investigate how knowledge automatically extracted
from text can help in text categorization. We use company names and company descriptors to classify documents according to their industry sectors.
The PULS IE system processes the documents using a pipeline of modules. One of
these modules—the named entity recognition (NER) module—finds companies mentioned in the text and their associated descriptors; a descriptor is a noun phrase linked
to a company name—e.g., “the smartphone giant Apple.” Information about names and
descriptors is stored in a knowledge base, together with the ID of the document where
the company was found. The documents have been hand-labeled with their true industry
sectors, providing a link from company names to sector labels in the knowledge base.
We assume that each company has its own label “preferences,” that is, the set of industries in which it usually operates. Using this assumption, we collect the co-occurrence
counts of company names with industry sectors in the corpus, and use these counts to

predict the sector labels for new documents. It is similarly possible to use company descriptors to predict the sector labels; for example, we can assume that “mobile phone
manufacturer” is an indicator of the Telecommunication sector and “dairy company” is
most likely to co-occur with Dairy Foods.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give a brief overview of PULS.
Section 3 introduces related work. In Section 4 we describe the data we use for training
and testing the classifiers. In Section 5, we present an array of statistical classifiers and
describe the training and classification processes. We then present the knowledge-based
rote classifier (Section 6) and how it can be combined with the statistical classifiers
(Section 7), followed by experiments and evaluation of the results, in Section 8. We
conclude with a discussion of the results and plans for future work, in Section 9.

2

PULS overview

PULS (the Pattern Understanding and Learning System1 ) is designed to discover, aggregate, verify, and visualize information obtained from the Web, and deliver it to the
user in a concise and easy-to-access form. PULS’s news analysis methodology has been
applied to several knowledge-intensive domains, including business intelligence, tracking information about outbreaks of infectious diseases, and security and cross-border
crime [1, 13, 19, 43]
In the business-intelligence domain, PULS tracks entities (such as companies and
persons) and events, such as investments, acquisitions, contracts, layoffs, etc., which it
automatically extracts from large amounts of business news using information retrieval
(IR), information extraction, machine learning, and data mining techniques.
Building upon the extracted information, PULS acts as a decision-support system,
which provides deeper semantic analysis than general-purpose search engines, and automatically maintains up-to-date profiles for companies and industry sectors. Another
aspect of the system is its ability to track complex networks of relationships in the
business domain through time and across multiple news sources.
A high-level architecture of the system is given in Figure 1: it contains a) an IR
module; b) a natural language processing (NLP) engine, which performs information
extraction, inference, and aggregation; c) a machine learning module, including classifiers and pattern discovery modules; and d) a component to collect information from
social media sources.
First, the IR module obtains unstructured raw text data from various sources on
the Web. Currently, PULS collects RSS feeds from news websites and company websites, and extracts the text from the Web links provided in the RSS. PULS uses over
a thousand news websites which provide an RSS feed related to the business domain
(e.g., BBC Business News, New York Times Business Day, etc.). Every 10 minutes
the crawler extracts links of news from these RSS feeds, downloads the HTML files,
extracts the text, identifies the language, and stores the news into a database.
The NLP engine is a key component of the PULS platform. Information Extraction
transforms facts found in plain text into a structured form. An example event is shown in
1
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Fig. 1: PULS Information Analysis Platform

Fig. 2: Components of the user interface: input document, and a R ECALL event extracted by PULS

Figure 2. The text mentions a product recall event, conducted by General Motors in July
2014. For each event, the system extracts a set of related entities: companies, industry
sector(s), products, location, date, and other attributes of the event. This is structured information; it is stored in the database for subsequent querying and downstream analysis.
The particular industry sector involved in the event—e.g., “Engineering: Automotive” in the GM example—is typically not mentioned in the text explicitly; rather, it has
to be determined using automatic classification, as described in this paper. Automatic
classification is a crucial part of the system since PULS produces thousands of events
daily and it would be impossible for users to browse these events without it.
Using the entities aggregated from the texts, PULS builds queries for the social
media component [7]. As a final step, we present data collected from the news websites
and social media to the end user, in the form of graphs and plots. These aggregated
views are based on statistics obtained over large amounts of data and can be used as a
starting point for research by business analysts and Web scientists.

3

Related Work

Multi-label text classification is a broad research area, with surveys in, e.g., [36–38].
Here we focus on work most related to ours.
A commonly used data representation for text categorization is the “bag of words”
(BOW) model, which ignores the document structure and assumes that words occur
independently, [22]. This model can be extended by using n-grams [2, 9, 44]. We use
the bag-of-words model with a combination of unigrams and bigrams.
Information Extraction (IE) can be used to obtain additional features for classification [18–20, 30]. We use company names extracted from the text by a named-entity
recognition system, to build a baseline “rote” classifier (see Section 6). The difference
between the cited papers and our work is that we use information extracted from the
corpus and stored in the knowledge base in addition to the data extracted from a single
document. Thus, we follow the recent line of study in the area of cross-document IE,
which is focused on the validation and summarization of data obtained from multiple
sources [24, 26, 28, 29, 42]. Cross-document IE is also similar to the knowledge-base
population and entity linking tasks, [6, 16, 21, 33–35]. In this paper we focus on knowledge base utilization for text classification, rather than on knowledge base population
as a separate task.
Text datasets are typically “naturally skewed” [25], since topics differ both in frequency and importance, depending on where the data originates; additional skew may
be introduced by annotator bias. Such imbalance poses a challenge for categorization,
especially when the classes have a high degree of overlap [31]. One possible solution
for this problem is balancing of the training-set or re-sampling, [5, 10, 39]. In a previous
paper, we demonstrate that classifiers trained on balanced data perform better, on average, than classifiers trained using the original distribution of labels in the corpus [8]. In
this paper we use the same balancing techniques.

4

Data

We focus on supervised-learning techniques to classify news articles into industry sectors. Although we are primarily interested in the PULS document collection, as mentioned in Section 1, all experiments we present here are conducted on the publicly available Reuters corpus (RCV1),2 to allow meaningful comparison and to assure replicability. RCV1 contains 800,000 news stories published by Reuters between 1996-1997.
Documents are labeled using 103 Topic labels, 350 Industry labels and 296 Region
codes; the labels are organised hierarchically. In this paper we use a subset of 200 industry sectors.3
Although RCV1 is a popular dataset, relatively few papers use its sector classification, and not all of them are directly comparable with our study. For example, [14]
simultaneously classify documents by topics, sectors, and locations. Crammer et al. [4]
build classifiers to distinguish confusable industry pairs (e.g., Life and Non-Life Insurance), and use only 6 sector labels in their paper. Gabrilovich and Markovitch [12] use
2
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only 16 of the 350 industry labels; Hatami et al. [17] do not report standard evaluation
measures, such as F-measure.
To our knowledge, five papers are directly comparable to our work, in that they use
a large number of sector labels and report micro- and/or macro-averaged F-measures:
[3, 23, 27, 32, 45]. In the Results section (Table 4) we present a detailed comparison
between the results on RCV1 industry labels from these papers and our results.
We use the raw text data from RCV1. We only use documents that have sector
labels, of which there are 351,810 in total. These documents were manually classified
by Reuters editors into 350 industry sectors. There are seven- and five-digit industry
codes; seven-digit codes are children of the corresponding five-digit codes: e.g., Fruit
Growing (I0100206), Vegetable Growing (I0100216) and Soya Growing (I0100223) are
all children of Horticulture (I01002).
This sector classification has some inconsistencies, as observed by others, e.g., [23].
We map all seven-digit codes to their corresponding parent codes, and merge labels that
have the same name but different code.4 After this pre-processing, 245 distinct sector
labels remain.

5

Array of Binary Classifiers

We split the multi-label classification task into many binary classification sub-tasks,
carried out by an array of statistical classifiers, one trained for each individual sector.
All classifiers in the array use exactly the same training set, where all documents labeled with a given sector are used as positive instances for that sector’s classifier, while
all remaining training documents are used as negative instances. We try two supervisedlearning algorithms: Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines (SVM). We use implementations from the open-source WEKA toolkit [15].
5.1

Text Representation

Each training and test document is represented using bag-of-words features from the
text. We use only nouns, adjectives, and verbs in our feature set, and apply simple filters
to remove all stop-words, proper names, locations, dates, and common verbs such as
“have” and “do.”5 We also generate bigrams that consist of these three parts of speech.
When indexing documents after feature selection, we use a unigram as a feature only
if it appears outside of any bigram features extracted from that document. For example
if the phrase “power plant” appears in a document we will consider “power” or “plant”
as independent features, only if they also appear elsewhere in the document (and not
in another extracted bigram). This allows us to resolve ambiguity to some extent; for
example, we can more easily distinguish documents containing the feature “SIM card,”
which may be relevant for Telecommunications, from “credit card,” which is relevant
for Commercial Banking.
4
5

For example, we merge I64000 and I65000, both called Retail Distribution.
Some proper names may be used by IE-based classifiers, Section 6.

Code
I83960
I81402
I13000
I79020
I21000

Sector
Instances Code Sector
Instances
Diversified Holding Companies 3644
I16101 Electricity Production
1986
Commercial Banking
3153
I01001 Agriculture
1980
Petroleum and Natural Gas
2628
I33020 Computer Systems and Software 1805
Telecommunications
2145
I75000 Air Transport
1754
Metal Ore Extraction
2099
I35101 Passenger Cars
1713

Table 1: Number of positive instances in the training pool, for the ten most frequent
sectors

In total, 77,636 training instances (documents) yield 49,262 unique features, used by
the binary classifiers. We use two feature-selection methods—we select the top 500 features, as ranked by Information Gain (IG), [41], and Bi-Normal Separation (BNS), [11].
We then try several learning algorithms and feature selection methods to find the combination which yields the best performance.

5.2

Training and Test Data Pools

If a particular sector is dominant in the training set, the negative features for other
classifiers could become dominated by features drawn from this sector, which may hurt
performance on some other sector since it won’t learn negative features from other,
“minor” sectors (those having fewer documents in the corpus). If some sector is also
over-represented in the test set, we run the risk of over-fitting. For these reasons we try
to keep the training data as balanced as possible across sectors, and ensure that the test
set will contain a sufficient number of instances for every binary classifier in the array.
To construct the training set we use an algorithm previously described in [8]; the process
starts document collection from the sector that has the smallest number of instances in
the corpus and thus guarantee that each sector will have a sufficient number of instances
in the training and test pools. However, it is impossible to construct a dataset with an
equal number of instances for each label due to the massive overlap between sectors.
Table 1 shows the most frequent sectors in the balanced training pool. We can
see, e.g., that although we only collected 450 positive training instances for Diversified Holding Companies, it still receives 3644 positive instances in the pool, most of
which were picked up when collecting data for other sectors.
For comparison, in [8], we used an unbalanced training pool, which is simply half
of the corpus.
All data outside the balanced and unbalanced training pools—called the “test pool”—
are available for the construction of test sets. From the test pool, we generate 11 samples
of 10,000 documents each, using the original distribution in the corpus. We use one of
these samples as a held-out development set for parameter tuning (Section 5.3), and
nine as test sets. Using the averaged scores from these nine test sets we find the best
classifier (Section 8). The eleventh test set is used to obtain a final result, using the best
classifier, for comparison with previous works (Section 4).

Sector
Freq Prob
Computer Systems and Software
549 0.61
61 0.07
Electronic Active Components
Data-communications and Networking 36 0.04
Telecommunications
19 0.02
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
13 0.01

Table 2: Sector distribution for company “Apple”

5.3

Classification

The SVM classifiers output a binary decision for every document. For Naive Bayes,
the output for each sector is a confidence score between 0.01 and 1; thus a decision
threshold is required to make a classification. We learn the best threshold over a range
of thresholds (in increments of 0.01), using a held-out development set (one of the test
sets, described in Section 5.2). We then evaluate on the remaining test sets using the
learned threshold.

6

IE-based classifiers

We use PULS IE system to build a knowledge base that contains sector distribution
information for each company mentioned in the corpus. In this paper we investigate
ways to use this information for text categorization.
The IE system finds mentions of companies in the corpus, using a named-entity
recognition (NER) module. It distinguishes company names from other proper names
in the text, e.g., persons and locations. The NER module also merges variants of the
same name, for example, “Apple,” “Apple Inc.,” “Apple Computer, Inc.,” etc.
The NER module is based on a cascade of low-level patterns that find noun groups
within a text. This means that the module finds not only named entities but also their descriptors, i.e. noun and adjective modifiers of a given name. For example, Apple can be
described in the text as “computer maker” or “software giant”. As can be seen in this example, a descriptor always consists of two main components: domain, an area in which
the company works (i.e. “computer”, “software”) and type, a word that is synonymous
with “company” (i.e. “maker”, “giant”). A descriptor may also contain other components, such as a geographic marker (i.e. “English company”, “Swedish company”) or
some additional information, (i.e. “big company”, “local company”, etc.). A descriptor
may contain all of these components, or only some of them. We use a short list of approximately 20 company words—such as “corporation”, “firm”, and “manufacturer”—
to determine the company type. We also filter out generic words, when finding the
company domain.
The knowledge base contains the following many-to-many relations:
– document-sector
– document-company
– company-descriptor

We try using various combinations of these relationships to build a rote classifier. We
use the IE system to process documents from the training set and build a knowledge
base, then use this knowledge to classify documents from the test set.
We assume that each company has its sector preferences, i.e. the set of industries
in which it usually operates. As a consequence, company names in the corpus co-occur
with particular sectors. For example, Table 2 shows the top sectors that co-occur with
“Apple.”; it shows the frequency (the co-occurrence count of the company with the
sector), and the proportion, which is the normalized count. It can be seen from the table
that in 60% of cases Apple is mentioned in documents labeled with Computer Systems
and Software sector, thus it is natural to suggest that documents that mention Apple
belong to this sector.
However, each document may belong to more than one sector, therefore, instead of
choosing only the top-most frequent sector the classifier should return the entire sector
distribution, which can be calculated using the evidence from all companies mentioned
in the text. Thus the probability that document D belongs to sector S, in the simplest
case, can be defined by the formula:
P (S|D) =

X
1
×
P (S|c)
|CD | c∈C

(1)

D

where CD is the set of companies mentioned in the document, and P (S|c) is the proportion of times c co-occurs with S in the knowledge base; e.g.,
P (Computer Systems and Sof tware|Apple) = 0.61

(2)

(from Table 2). Note that although the company may be mentioned in the document
several times, we currently ignore the frequency of mentions of a company within a
document.
This method would be reliable if the knowledge base contains sufficient evidence
to associate the company with particular sector(s). Therefore, we only use companies
that appear in the corpus three or more times. This means that if a document discusses
a new (or little-known) company, the name-based classifier will be unable to find a
sector for the document. In this case we can use descriptors to label the document, as
descriptors allow us to use evidence gained from other companies in the corpus. For
example, if company X is described in the text as “software company” we can assume
that the sector distribution for this company would be similar to the sector distribution
for “Apple”. In this case the probability that document D belongs to sector S can be
described by the formula:
P
P (S|D) =

c∈CD

P (S|c) +

P
d∈dD

|CD | + |dD |

P (S|d)
(3)

where dD is the set of all descriptors mentioned in the document. Note that |CD | =
6 |dD |
because in this case we can use a company descriptor even when the company does not
appear in any other document in the corpus.
This estimate of P (S|c) based on co-occurrence may be inaccurate: for rare companies, some sectors may dominate the distribution by mere chance. Moreover, sector

overlap may lead to a situation where the company belonging to one sector frequently
co-occurs with another. Descriptors, therefore, may sometimes be more reliable for predicting the sector. To check this assumption, we define the probability that a company
belongs to a particular sector as follows:
X

P (S|c) =

P (d|C) × P (S|d)

(4)

d∈dC

where dC is the set of all descriptors associated with company c in the knowledge base.
We then use (4) in (1) to obtain the final sector distribution for the document:
P (S|D) =

X X
1
×
P (d|C) × P (S|d)
|CD | c∈C
D

(5)

d∈dC

Note that in this case the company name is substituted by a set of descriptors; however
it is possible to use the company name in combination with company descriptors:
P
P (S|D) =

7

P

P (d|C) × P (S|d) +

c∈CD d∈dC

P

P (S|c)

c∈CD

(6)

2 × |CD |

Combined Classifiers

We experiment with several methods of combining the rote classifier, described in Section 6, with the balanced probabilistic classifiers, described in Section 5, to see if the
combination can produce better overall predictions. One method of combining is a simple two-stage process: for each document, we first try to identify sectors using the rote
classifier; if that does not return any sectors, we then attempt to classify using the statistical classifiers. We also experiment with the reverse order of these classification
stages. The motivation for this method is to give the overall system a “second chance”
at classification, in the hope that together the two methods may overcome their respective shortcomings. Another method of combining classifiers is to return the union of
the results of the two classifiers—rote and probabilistic. Again, we learn the optimal
threshold for each classifier in the combination using the development set.
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Experiments and Results
Evaluation measures

Common measures in text classification are precision, recall, and F-measure. For a
given class c, these are calculated as:
Recc =

F 1c =

T Pc
T Pc + F Nc
2 × Rec × P rec
Rec + P rec

P recc =

T Pc
T Pc + F Pc

where T Pc , T Nc , F Pc and F Nc are the number of true positive, true negative, false
positive, and false negative classified instances for the class, respectively.
In evaluating multi-label classification, macro-averaging and micro-averaging are
commonly reported [5, 40]. In micro-average evaluation, first the numbers of true- and
false-positives, and true- and false-negatives are counted for all instances in the test
set, and then the standard measures, e.g., recall or precision, are calculated using these
numbers:
P
Recµ = P

P

T Pi

i∈S

P recµ = P

(T Pi + F Ni )

i∈S

µ-F 1 =

T Pi

i∈S

(T Pi + F Pi )

i∈S

2 × Recµ × P recµ
Recµ + P recµ

where S is the set of all classes. In the macro-average evaluation scheme, the measures
are calculated for each class separately first, and then these are averaged across all
classes:
P
RecM =

P

Reci

i∈S

|S|

P recM =

P

P reci

i∈S

|S|

M -F 1 =

F 1c

i∈S

|S|

We report both evaluation schemes, although we focus more on the macro-average
scores, as explained below, since they are less dependent on the particular distribution
of labels in the corpus. Henceforth we denote the macro-averaged F-measure by M-F1,
and micro-averaged F-measure by µ-F1.
8.2

Comparison of classifiers and feature selection methods

Results obtained by all classifiers are shown in Table 3. As seen from the table, the
SVM classifier yields higher performance than NB, independently of the feature selection method used. IG performs better than BNS with both Naive Bayes and SVM.
The basic rote classifier that uses only company names (denoted by name in Table 3) performs better than any statistical classifier alone. This classifier has high precision, which supports the intuition that each company has particular sector preferences
(Section 6). This classifier also has relatively high recall—higher than the best single
statistical classifier, SVM+IG, which suggests that the majority of documents in the
Reuters corpus contain a company name.
By contrast, the rote classifier that uses only descriptors (descriptor), performs
poorly. Recall is particularly low, suggesting that descriptors are more sparse than company names, in RCV1. A company has only one name but may be described in a variety
of ways; therefore, a descriptor-based classifier requires significantly more data to be
accurate than a company-name-based classifier.
Despite poor performance on their own, however, descriptors used in conjunction
with company names (name+desc) result in better performance than either method
alone. In particular, adding descriptors gives a slight boost to recall.

M-average
Pre
F1
Statistical classifiers
NB+IG
31.3±0.9 21.9±0.6 19.7±0.6
NB+BNS
34.2±1.1 16.6±0.6 15.8±0.5
SVM+IG
31.9±1.3 59.2±1.1 37.1±1.2
SVM+BNS
32.7±0.9 55.2±1.0 36.2±0.7
Rote classifiers
name
36.8±0.8 65.2±1.0 44.5±0.7
8.8±0.3 38.4±1.2 11.6±0.3
descriptor
name+desc
39.4±0.8 63.3±0.7 46.2±0.7
name;desc
11.9±0.2 48.0±0.9 16.0±0.3
name+name;desc
39.2±0.8 60.0±0.8 44.8±0.6
Combined classifiers
name→SVM+IG
46.2±1.0 73.7±0.8 55.1±0.8
SVM+IG→name
47.0±1.2 67.7±0.9 53.7±1.1
52.2±1.1 66.3±0.8 56.9±0.9
name ∪ SVM+IG
name+desc→SVM+IG 48.4±1.1 69.2±0.7 55.5±0.9
SVM+IG→name+desc 46.7±1.0 70.2±0.8 54.6±0.8
name+desc ∪ SVM+IG 53.7±1.0 64.5±0.8 57.2±0.8
Classifier

Rec

Rec

µ-average
Pre

F1

31.5±0.5
33.1±0.7
30.5±0.4
30.1±0.5

22.4±0.6
13.4±0.4
72.7±0.6
70.8±0.6

26.2±0.5
19.0±0.5
42.9±0.4
42.2±0.5

45.9±0.5
16.4±0.2
48.5±0.5
20.6±0.4
48.5±0.5

60.5±0.4
29.0±0.3
57.8±0.5
39.0±0.4
54.5±0.4

52.2±0.5
20.9±0.4
52.8±0.4
27.0±0.4
51.3±0.4

52.5±0.5
49.9±0.3
57.7±0.4
56.2±0.5
53.8±0.5
59.7±0.4

75.9±0.4
73.9±0.3
71.1±0.3
70.0±0.3
71.2±0.4
68.1±0.3

62.0±0.4
59.6±0.3
63.7±0.4
62.4±0.4
61.3±0.4
63.6±0.3

Table 3: Results from all classifiers and feature selection methods, averaged across 9 test
sets randomly sampled from original distribution. For each classifier, the best threshold
is trained on one random, originally-distributed development set. Rote classifier names
correspond to the following formulae from Section 6: name – (1), name+desc – (3),
name;desc – (5), name+name;desc – (6). For combined classifiers → and ∪ denote
the two-stage and union combining methods, respectively (Section 7).

Although the rote classifier that uses descriptors from the knowledge base (name;desc)
has higher precision relative to the classifier using descriptors from the document, it
does not perform well in general. The explanation for this may again relate the size of
the corpus and sparsity of descriptors in the data.
In summary, the rote classifier that uses company names and descriptors from the
document (name+desc) yields the highest F-measure among single classifiers. Combining it with SVM+IG yields the best overall performance. To save space we show
only selected classifier combinations in Table 3; it can be seen from the table that the
classifiers that have higher scores alone work better in combination, and that, for combined classification, taking the union of classified sectors gives better results than the
two-stage method. A possible explanation is that recall is a weak point for all reported
classifiers; it can be seen from the table that two-stage combination improves precision
performance, while union combination boosts recall.
Finally, while the combination of SVM+IG with the name+desc rote classifier
yields the highest M-F1, the combination with the name rote classifier yields the highest µ-F1. As mentioned previously, we consider macro-averaging to be more meaningful as an indicator of performance in a dynamic, real-world environment; therefore we

Reference
Algorithm
[23]
SVM
[45]
SVM
[27]
SVM + re-ranking
[32]
Naive Bayes
[3]
Bloom Filters
Our work: name+desc ∪ SVM+IG

M-F1
29.7
30.1
34.1
47.8
57.7

µ-F1
51.3
52.0
62.8
70.5
72.4
63.8

Table 4: Classification results on RCV1 industry sectors, compared with state of the art.

consider the former classifier best. We then apply this classifier to the eleventh dataset,
which has not been used in other experiments. M-F1 obtained by this classifier is higher
than the best previously reported results, as shown in Table 4. It also can be seen from
the table that the difference between M-F1 and µ-F1 for our classifiers is smaller than
that reported in prior work. This supports the claim that classifiers trained on balanced
data are less sensitive to changes in label distribution—which is one of our main objectives.
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Conclusion

We have presented experiments with supervised learning for labeling business-news
documents with multiple industry sectors. We treat the multi-class, multi-label problem as a set of binary sub-tasks, with one binary classifier for each sector. We explore
several combinations of learning algorithms and feature selection methods, and evaluate them using a large amount of manually-labeled data. Further, we focus on building robust classifiers, suitable for real-world classifications—rather than on improving
performance on a single, static corpus—by balancing the data given to each classifier
during training.
The main contribution of this paper is that combining a named-entity-based rote
classifiers with the balanced classifiers yields better results than either classifier alone.
This method improves on the best M-F1 previously reported, while using the same
amount of training data for the rote classifier, and considerably less for the statistical
classifiers.
Using company descriptors inferred from the knowledge base does not improve
performance in comparison with using descriptors and company names extracted from
the document. One possible reason for that is the relatively small size of the corpus and
high sparsity of descriptors. We plan to explore this issue further by using larger datasets
and leveraging a richer set of semantic features, which can be provided by higher-level
event attributes, obtained via IE.
The µ-F1 in our experiments is lower than the best µ-F1 reported in the literature
on RCV1. This is likely due to the fact that both Puurula (2012) [32] and Cisse et al.
(2013) [3] try to model inter-dependencies among the labels in the corpus. This is not
done in [23] or [45]. We plan to investigate this further in future work.
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